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A facile and reproducible preparation of surface-supported lipid bilayers is essential for fundamental membrane
research and biotechnological applications. We demonstrate that multilamellar vesicles fuse to molecular-an-
chor-grafted surfaces yielding low-defect-density, tethered bilayer membranes. Continuous bilayers are formed
within 10min,while the electrically insulating bilayerswith b0.1 μm−2 defect density canbe accomplishedwith-
in 60 min. Surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy indicates that an amount of lipid material transferred from
vesicles to a surface is inversely proportional to the density of an anchor, while the total amount of lipid that in-
cludes tethered and transferred lipid remains constant within 5% standard error. This attests for the formation of
intact bilayers independent of the tethering agent density. Neutron reflectometry (NR) revealed the atomic level
structural details of the tethered bilayer showing, among other things, that the total thickness of the hydrophobic
slab of the construct was 3.2 nm and that the molar fraction of cholesterol in lipid content is essentially the same
as the molar fraction of cholesterol in the multilamellar liposomes. NR also indicated the formation of an
overlayer with an effective thickness of 1.9 nm. These overlayers may be easily removed by a single rinse of
the tethered construct with 30% ethanol solution. Fast assembly and low residual defect density achievablewith-
in an hour of fusion makes our tethered bilayer methodology an attractive platform for biosensing of membrane
damaging agents, such as pore forming toxins.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Artificial solid-supported phospholipid bilayers are models that
allow the investigation of interactions between proteins (peptides)
and biological membranes. The first supported bilayer systemswere as-
sembled on solid substrates such as glass and silica [1]. Later, methodol-
ogies were developed for metals [2] and metal oxide substrates [3].
Various experimental techniques were employed [4] for the formation
of bilayers on surfaces, such as Langmuir-Blodget film transfer [1],
spin-coating, solvent exchange [5], and adsorption of mixed micelles
[6] or liposome fusion [7]. While the quality of the bilayers depended
on the surface nature [8] and the self-assembly conditions [9,10], gener-
ally, these methodologies produced freely-suspended, continuous bi-
layers, as evidenced by the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and
quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) [9], atomic
cius).
forcemicroscopy (AFM) [11], neutron reflectometry (NR) [12] and fluo-
rescence techniques [13].

Vesicle fusion is one of the few bilayer methodologies, which allows
real-time observation and monitoring of the bilayer formation [14–16].
Various lipid compositions, including proteasomes and membranes de-
rived from cells, may bemay be fused to a solid surface [15,17]. Typical-
ly, the techniques such as SPR [18,19] or (QCM) [14,15,17] are utilized
formonitoring of bilayer formation. On the other hand, the fluorescence
imaging [1] or AFM [10,11] are the methods of choice to observe the bi-
layer lateral heterogeneity. Neutron reflectometry is the technique used
to determine lipidmaterial distribution along the normal to a surface on
the near-atomic resolution. It gives information about the parameters of
solid supported bilayers, such as thickness of the bilayer, area per lipid
molecule, the position of membrane components such as cholesterol,
and others [20,21]. According to neutron reflectometry data, the dis-
tance between solid support and the phospholipid headgroups is
small, typically, b1.0 nm [22].

While vesicle-fused, freely-suspendedmembranes can provide a va-
riety of functional membrane models for protein incorporation studies,
they exhibit three major drawbacks. First, the distance between solid
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supports is rather small, potentially interfering with the reconstitution
of transmembrane proteins with large intracellular domains. Second,
the stability of freely-suspended membranes is poor, and the lateral in-
tegrity is relatively low. Third, patches and pinholes are abundant [23],
rendering these bilayers less suitable for lateral diffusion and electrical
conductance studies. The problemwith a too-close-to-the-substrate po-
sitioning is resolved by providing hydrogel polymer cushions for bilay-
ers [4,7,24]. However, lateral instability and poor electric sealing is a
major obstacle precluding utilization of freely-suspended bilayers in
biosensor applications, including those on polymer cushions.

Stability and electrical sealing is significantly improved upon intro-
duction of lipidic tether molecules, covalently attached to the solid sur-
face, that insert into the phospholipid bilayer via hydrophobic
interactions thus providing molecular anchoring for surface supported
structure called the tethered bilayer membranes (tBLMs). Such tethers
were first introduced by Lang et al. [2,25]. Awhole spectrum of different
anchor compounds were developed later [26–35]. The concept of
tethers was also extended to polymer cushioned bilayers [36,37].

Several methodologies are used to form tBLMs. Amongst them rapid
solvent exchange (RSE) is one of the most widely used [28,33,38,39].
RSE bilayers exhibit excellent electrical sealing properties [40] and lon-
gevity [41]. The formation process is fast, but the real-time monitoring
of the bilayer formation is impossible. In addition, the RSEmethodology
allows limited phospholipid compositions because it requires lipids
forming tBLM to be soluble in the exchangeable solvent, which is not al-
ways possible; however, compositional variationmay be supplemented
by lipid material exchange with RSE-formed tBLMs [42].

Attempts were made to use vesicle fusion for the formation of the
tBLMs [29,30,40,41,43]. Suspensions of small unilamellar vesicles are
utilized to accomplish tBLMs. Complete and electrically insulating bilay-
ers were formed only if densely-packed, mono-component SAM an-
chors were used [40,44]. Densely-packed constructs are similar to the
hybrid bilayer membranes, which exhibit limited ability to functionally
reconstitute transmembrane proteins due to dense inner leaflet [45].
Such limitations are well documented [46,47]. Vesicles can also be
fused to less dense, sparse tether systemsmade of one [40] or two com-
ponents – a hydrophobic lipidic anchor and a shorter hydrophilic back-
filler. However, the electrical resistance of tBLMs deteriorates quickly
with tether density [40,43]. While the measured resistance of tBLMs
may not necessarily be solely determined by the number of defects
(see ref. [48] for details), decreasing the tether density most likely
causes increased defectiveness. Another important drawback of vesicle
fusion to sparsely-populated anchors is that to achieve full surface cov-
erage and low residual conductance (high tBLM resistance) hours of in-
cubation in the vesicle solution are required [43,46]. From a practical
standpoint fast and reproducible formation of tBLMs is needed to quick-
ly activate tBLM-based devices, for example sensors.

To date, most of the applications in which vesicle fusion was used to
accomplish supported bilayers employed mono-disperse, small
unilamellar vesicle (SUV) compositions. Such choice is based on the
fact that, compared to large unilamellar or multilamellar vesicles, SUV
exhibit larger free energy excess, which makes them less thermody-
namically stable [49].While usage of such preparationsmay be justified
from the thermodynamic (in)stability standpoint, no attempts so far
have been made to prove that such compositions are superior in
terms of the quality and reproducibility of the properties of phospholip-
idmembranes, neither it is clear that the speed of the rupture and fusion
of SUVs is superior to other aggregate forms of the lipid species. The ex-
ternal leaflets of large onion-like multilamellar vesicles, due to small
curvature exhibit near zero bending energy [50]. This means that flat
phospholipid bilayers and bilayers ofmultilamellar vesiclesmay be sep-
arated by relatively narrow free energy gap, and , as a result, transitions
between those two states may be swift. Such a hypothesis is supported
by the spontaneous swelling of multilamellar phospholipid films and
swift formation of the multilamellar vesicles. Aiming at verifying if the
reverse process, i.e., the formation of flat bilayers is feasible, in this
work, we studied the fusion of the multilamellar vesicle compositions
(MVC) onto a special anchor self-assembled monolayers. While fusion
of MVCs may be interesting from purely theoretical standpoint, our
major objective was developing a fast and reliable methodology for
the formation of tBLMs. We have discovered that without compromis-
ing their integrity, tBLMs can be accomplished through vesicle fusion
within b60 min on sparsely populated anchor SAMs, using MVCs that
can be prepared within minutes without any special treatment such as
freeze-thaw cycles or extrusion. Such bilayers exhibit low defect densi-
ties, comparable to or exceeding those achievable by RSE on the same
anchor SAMs. Importantly, bilayers formed by theMVCs fusion are suit-
able for the reconstitution anddetection of transmembrane proteins, in-
cluding large multimeric, cholesterol dependent toxins, such as α-
hemolysin and possibly any other membrane damaging proteins.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

Gold substrates for SPR were prepared on BK7 glass slides (25 mm
diameter, 1 mm thickness) obtained from AutoLab (Methorm, The
Netherlands). For electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) mea-
surements 25 by 75 mm glass slides from ThermoFischer Scientific
(UK) were used. Si wafers were can be used instead of glass substrates
[42]. Because the substrates were coated with a relatively thick
(N50 nm) gold layer no difference in electrochemical properties can
be detected. For neutron reflectometry 3″ diameter 5 mm thick n-type
Si:P[100] wafers (El-Cat Inc., Ridgefield Park, NJ) were used. Before vac-
uum deposition of metals, the substrates, except for NR measurements,
were cleaned in Nochromix™ solution (Sigma-Aldrich), rinsed thor-
oughly with copious amount of deionized (Mili-Q , Millipore) water
and dried in a dry stream of nitrogen (99.99%) filtered through a
0.05 μm dust filter from Swagelok, Finland. Metal films: titanium
(~1 nm) and gold (~50 nm for SPR, ~80 nm for EIS) were coated
using the PVD 75 (Kurt J. Lesker Company, USA) magnetron sputtering
system. Coating details are described elsewhere [51]. The freshly-coated
Au films were immediately immersed in ethanolic 0.1 mM solutions of
octadecanethiol (ODT) or 0.05 mM (total disulfide concentration) of
[HC18]S2 and 2-hydroxyethyl disulfide [the disulfide of β-
mercaptoethanol, (βME)S2] of various molar ratios. [HC18]S2 is the di-
sulfide form of the molecular anchor described earlier [33]. Incubations
in the [HC18]S2/[βME]S2 and ODT solutions was carried out for 1 h and
4 h, respectively, then immediately washed in pure ethanol and dried in
a stream of nitrogen. Samples with self-assembled monolayers then
were exposed to a multilamellar solutions (vide infra) for up to a
60 min during which tBLMs were formed. The experiments with
tBLMs typically started immediately after the end of formation. Howev-
er, the bilayers exhibited stable electrical and optical parameters for at
least 72 h.

2.2. Multilamellar vesicle compositions (MVCs)

Vesicle suspensions were prepared from 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DOPC) and cholesterol (CHOL) from Avanti Polar
Lipids, Inc., USA.Molar ratio of lipidswas 60%DOPC and 40% cholesterol.
The lipids were dissolved in chloroform (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) to a con-
centration of 10 mM. Typically, an aliquot of this lipid solution
(~10 mL) was transferred to a separate vial and the chloroform evapo-
rated under a continuous flow of nitrogen until a thin, uniform lipidfilm
formed (~15–20 min). The dried lipid film was re-suspended in buffer
to a 2 mM total lipid concentration using an automatic pipette (1 mL
tip) and slowly (1 cycle/s) aspirated and dispensed until the lipid film
on the vialwalls dispersed and the solution becamemilky (~300 aspira-
tion-dispense cycles to obtain a homogenous, though, milky opaque
preparation). Lipid preparations were characterized (see Supporting
material data) by dynamic light scattering using a Zetasizer Nano ZS



Fig. 1. SPR monitoring of lipid (DOPC) layers formation on self-assembled monolayers of:
black curve – ODT; red curve – (βME)S2 upon exposure to MVC liposome preparation.
Arrows indicate initiation of a wash with buffer.
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instrument (Malvern Instruments, UK). Typically, the preparation ex-
hibited a narrow distributionwith an average size of theMVCs between
500 and 1100 nm (full width at half maximumbetween 30 and 80 nm).
The multilamellarity of the vesicles was estimated by the release of the
auto quenching dye, calcein (see Supporting material data). Average
number of lamellae was found to be 35 ± 3 for MVLs with diameter
900 ± 88 nm. Thus prepared, these vesicle compositions can be stored
at room temperature for 1 month. However, before each experiment
the lipid mixture in buffer must be mixed again (usually, 20–30 aspira-
tion-dispense cycles) to fully restore the functional properties.

2.3. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

The SPR measurements were conducted on an Autolab Twingle sys-
tem (Eco Chemie B.V., The Netherlands) equipped with a flow-through
cell (volume – 175 μL). The unit performs SPR spectra recording at fixed
wavelength of 670 nm. It automatically follows with amillidegree reso-
lution the position of an incidence angle (ranging from 62 to 78°), at
which minimum of the reflection due to an excitation of the surface
plasmon resonance is observed. Model F34 refrigerating/heating circu-
lator (Julabo, DEU)was used to stabilize temperature at 21± 0.1 °C. Be-
fore each experiment, baseline in buffer solution was recorded. All
measurements were carried out at stopped-flow conditions.

2.4. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements were car-
ried out using Zennium electrochemical workstation (Zahner GmbH,
DEU). The EI spectra were recorded in a potentiostatic mode with an
10mV ac perturbation voltage at 0 V vs Ag|AgCl|NaCl(sat), with the po-
tential +197 mV respective to the standard hydrogen electrode. Mea-
surements were carried out in a 6-vial measurement block-cell
described earlier (see Supporting material in [42]). Each cell had
32mm2 surface of the working electrode at the bottom. Measurements
were carried out in the frequency range from 1 Hz to 100 kHz unless
otherwise indicated. Data analysis was carried out Zview 2.8 software
package Zview 2.8.

2.5. Neutron reflectometry (NR)

For neutron reflectometry, 3″ diameter n-type Si:P(100) wafers (El-
Cat, Ridgefield Park NJ, USA) were used for tBLM preparation. Neutron
reflectivitymeasurementswere performed at RTwith theNG7 horizon-
tal reflectometer at theNIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR), using
a neutron wavelength of 4.75 Å. Neutron reflectivity was recorded for
momentum transfer values between 0.008 and 0.25 Å−1. tBLMs were
prepared and measured using a NCNR reflectometry flow cell that al-
lows for in situ buffer and sample exchange. Therefore, initial and sub-
sequent measurements are all taken on the same sample footprint. NR
data was collected for each condition under sequential immersion in
D2O- and H2O-based aqueous buffers (contrasts). For each measured
contrast, adequate counting statistics were obtained after ~5 h.

2.6. Neutron reflectometry data analysis

NR data was evaluated with garefl and Refl1D using a Monte-Carlo
Markov chain algorithm that provides a quantitative measure of
model parameter confidence limits and parameter correlations. The
1D-structural profile along the lipid bilayer normalwasmodeled as pre-
viously reported using a hybrid of a stratified slab model for the solid
substrate (bulk silicon, the silicon oxide, the chromium, and the gold
layer) and a continuous distribution model [52] for the tBLM and the
lipid overlayer. Fit parameters for the stratified slabs are thickness and
neutron scattering length density (nSLD) for each substrate layer, ex-
cept for the bulk silicon. One global roughness fit parameter applies to
all substrate interfaces. Individual sub-molecular groups implemented
in the continuous distribution model of the tBLM are: (βME)S2, tether
PEG chains, tether glycerol groups, substrate-proximal and substrate-
distal lipid headgroups, substrate-proximal and substrate-distal methy-
lene andmethyl chains of lipid and tethermolecules. The lipidic compo-
nent of the tBLM excluding tether molecules is DOPC and a variable
fraction of cholesterol. Fit parameters are the bilayer hydrocarbon thick-
ness for each bilayer leaflet, bilayer completeness, tether surface densi-
ty, tether thickness, βME surface density, and the fraction of cholesterol
in the tBLM excluding tether molecules. The low-coverage lipid
overlayer is modeled as a floating lipid bilayer of the same composition
as the substrate-distal leaflet of the tBLM using separate distributions
for the substrate-proximal and substrate-distal headgroups, methylene
and methyl groups. Fit parameters for the overlayer are the separation
of the overlayer from the tBLM measured as the distance between the
two buffer/headgroup interfaces of the nearest headgroups, one hydro-
carbon leaflet thickness applied to both overlayer leaflets, and the com-
pleteness of the overlayer. One roughness fit parameter is applied to all
distributions of the tBLM and the overlayer.

3. Results

3.1. SPR response to the fusion of MVCs to ODT and (βME)S2 monolayers

Fig. 1 displays SPR traces of the formation of monolayer and bilayer
by fusion of 100% DOPC MVCs on hydrophobic ODT and hydrophilic
(βME)S2 surfaces. In accord to previous studies [18], on the hydroxyl-
terminated SAMs, fusion produces a layer twice as thick as that on the
hydrophobic ODT surface. Near saturation is achieved within 400–
500 s and around 1000 s on ODT and (βME)S2, respectively. In all
cases, weakly adsorbed material is observed which can be washed off
the surfaces by flushing the cell with pure buffer (arrows in Fig. 1).
The average SPR angle shifts after flushing the cell at t = 1800 s was –
295± 4.2 m° (10 measurements) on ODT and 595 ± 7m° (6measure-
ments) on (βME)S2 [the SPR response ratio is 1:2 (within 1% error)].

3.2. SPR response to the formation of tethered bilayer via interaction with
MVCs

Vesicle fusion was directly observed by SPR. The addition of 60%
DOPC/40% CHOL MVCs triggered an immediate SPR signal increase
(Fig. 2). The amplitude of the SPR signal variation was dependent on
the composition of the mixed (HC18)S2/(βME)S2 SAMs (Fig. 2).

Image of Fig. 1


Fig. 2. SPR monitoring of 60% DOPC/40% CHOL tBLM formation on (HC18)S2/(βME)S2
SAMs: black curve – 70% (HC18)S2; red curve – 50% (HC18)S2; green curve – 30%
(HC18)S2; blue curve – 10% (HC18)S2. Total lipid concentration in MVCs – 1 mM. Sharp
step after t = 3600 s corresponds to a rinsing of the cell with vesicle free-buffer.

Fig. 3. Neutron reflectometry data. (A) - reflectivity curve observed after 30 min of
incubation in multilamellar 60% DOPC/40% CHOL vesicle preparation (red), and after
flushing the system with the vesicle-free buffer (black). (B) – Neutron scattering length
distributions calculated from the curves in pane (A). Anchor monolayer was 30%
(HC18S)2/70% (βME)S2 SAM.

Table 1
Median fit parameter values and 68% confidence limits as obtained from a simultaneousfit
to all measuredNR data sets using aMonte CarloMarkov chain-based global optimization.
Shared fit parameters between the two measured conditions are indicated using merged
table cells across columns.

Fit parameter As-prepared
tBLM

tBLM after
ethanol rinse

Molar fraction of tether hydrocarbon chains in
substrate-proximal lipid leaflet

0.75 ± 0.18

Number of βME molecules per tether molecule 3.0 ± 0.9
Thickness of sub-membrane space 11.8 ± 0.4
Thickness of hydrocarbon chains in
substrate-proximal lipid leaflet/Å

14.4 ± 0.7 15.1 ± 0.6

Thickness of hydrocarbon chains in
substrate-distal lipid leaflet/Å

17.6 ± 0.4 17.0 ± 0.4

Molar fraction of cholesterol in non-tether lipid
component of tBLM

0.39 ± 0.02

Bilayer completeness 1.00 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.01
Lipid overlayer separation to substrate-proximal
bilayer/Å

19.2 ± 0.8

Lipid overlayer thickness/Å 19.0 ± 1.2
Lipid overlayer completeness/Å 0.067 ± 0.003 0.003 ± 0.002
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Saturation typically occurswithin 500–750 s,with the exception for 10%
(HC18)S2 anchor SAM, forwhich tBLM formation occurred over a signif-
icantly longer period of time (N2000 s). In all cases, flushing of the sys-
temwith a vesicle-free buffer resulted in a reduction of the SPR signal by
15–20% suggesting presence of loosely-attached phospholipids.

3.3. Neutron reflectometry of tethered lipid bilayer

Neutron reflectometry curves are presented in Fig. 3 that were ob-
tained for D2O and H2O bulk solvent contrasts after fusion of 60%
DOPC/40% CHOL MVCs to a 30% (HC18)S2/70% (βME)S2 SAM and after
flushing the NR cell with vesicle-free buffer containing 30% ethanol. As
follows from Fig. 3A, the reflectivity curve changes before and after
flushing are clearly observed in the D2O medium, predominantly in Q
range between 0.02 and 0.10 Å−1, while reflectivity curve changes ob-
tained in H2O areminimal. Calculated neutron scattering length density
(nSLD) variations are shown in Fig. 3B. A set of themodeling parameters
that is obtained from the fitting of the neutron reflectivity curves to a
model is summarized in Table 1. The bilayer is 100 ± 0.1% complete
and it is separated from the surface by a 11.8 ± 0.4 Å thick water filled
reservoir. The total thickness of the hydrocarbon sheets is close to 32 Å.
The molar fraction of cholesterol in the exchangeable lipid part of the
tBLM is 39%, which is close to a composition (40% CHOL) of the MVCs
used. In general, both the nSLD profile and structural parameters are
close to earlier obtained in a similar molecular anchor system [33]
with one exception. Separated by approximately 32 Å from the distal
leaflet of the bilayer membrane a dip of the nSLD is observed under
D2O contrast conditions. This dip disappears after rinsing the measure-
ment sample with the vesicle-free buffer containing 30% ethanol. Be-
cause there is no other loose organic material in the systems, it is
natural to associate this dip with a floating, incomplete (see Table 1),
lipid overlayers that are formed during fusion of the MVCs. The thick-
ness of the overlayer is 19.0 ± 0.8 Å.

3.4. Evolution of EI spectra upon fusion of multilamellar vesicles to anchor
SAMs

Injection of MVCs into the cell triggers specific EI spectral changes.
Two representations of the evolution of the EIS spectra, Cole-Cole and
Bode plots, are presented in Fig. 4. The initial EI curve of the anchor
monolayer containing 50% (HC18)S2 comprise an almost perfect semi-
circular feature, approaching and bouncing off near 7.4 μF/cm2 on the
Cole-Cole graph abscissa in the low frequency range. The injection of
the liposome preparation into the cell immediately triggers the EI spec-
tral changes. In particular, the large capacitive semicircle (Fig. 4A) starts

Image of Fig. 2
Image of Fig. 3


Fig. 4.Variation of the complex capacitance EIS (A) and impedance Bode (B) plots during tBLM formation on 50% [HC18S]2 SAM. Inset shows enlarged high frequency part of the complex
capacitance plot. Legend labels show time elapsed from the injection of MVCs into the cell. Lipid composition: 60% DOPC/40% CHOL. Total lipid concentration in MCV – 1 mM. Arrows
indicate movement trajectory of the shallow minimum of the complex capacitance. Frequency range from 1 to 100,000 Hz.
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shrinking and eventually, at around 10th minute of the fusion process,
transforms into the semicircle with the diameter approaching 0.80 ±
0.02 μF/cm2. Also, the formation of a second, larger arch starts emerging.
Alongwith the changes in the Cole-Cole EI plots, the Bode plot shown in
Fig. 4B indicates the formation of a pronounced minimum of the nega-
tive-of-the-impedance phase vs frequency curve at around 1 Hz. The
position of the minimum on the frequency scale was sensitive to the
(HC18)S2 anchor density moving towards higher frequencies as the
density of the (HC18)S2 decreased.
3.5. EI spectral responses of tBLMs to rinsing with ethanol solution

As in the NR experiments subtle changes in EIS spectra were ob-
served upon rinsing the tBLMwith 30% ethanol/watermixture. Changes
were especially visible in tBLM samples exhibiting depressed high fre-
quency semicircular parts of the EI curve. Fig. 5 illustrates the effect. It
is obvious that rinsing restores the EIS spectra to a near perfect semicir-
cular shape.
Fig. 5. Complex capacitance curves of tBLMs after 120 min fusion to 50% (HC18S)2/50%
(bME)S2 SAM. MCV composition is 60% DOPC/40% CHOL. Black line – immediately after
finishing vesicle fusion, red line – same sample after rinsing with 30% ethanol/water
mixture.
3.6. α-Hemolysin reconstitution into MVCs fused tBLMs

α-Hemolysin is amembrane damaging protein that assembles into a
heptamer, water-filled pore upon reconstitution. It was shown earlier
that this protein can be reconstituted into various composition tBLMs
[42,45,47,53]. To test the biological relevance of MVCs-fused tBLMs we
challenged 60%DOPC/40% CHOL tBLMwith 100 nMsolution ofα hemo-
lysin in NaCl + phosphate buffer at pH= 4.4. Fig. 6 displays several EIS
curves in the complex capacitance and Bode (phase) representations at
different time intervals. The reconstitution of α-hemolysin into phos-
pholipid bilayer at pH = 4.4 is rather facile process [53] so changes in
the EI spectra are already visible after 5 min after the injection of the
protein. The spectral curves exhibit clear “north west” shift of the min-
imum in the complex capacitance coordinates (Fig. 6A), while in the
Bode coordinates two minima appear. We note that the Bode spectra
in Fig. 6B are presented in the solution resistance-subtracted format.
This was done to avoid unwanted effects of the solution resistance on
the position of the negative of the phaseminimum. Upon increasing ex-
posure time, the low frequencyminimummerges into the other one lo-
cated in the higher frequency domain, and after 60 min a single
minimum is located at 1100 Hz (Fig. 6B). Without the subtraction the
minimum on the 60 min curve in Fig. 6B is barely visible.

4. Discussion

4.1. Quantification of the SPR response

To quantify the amount of the lipid material that is transferred from
MVCs to anchor SAMs during fusion we first verified the sensitivity of
the SPR using data obtained by fusion of the MVCs to non-anchoring

Image of Fig. 4
Image of Fig. 5


Fig. 6. Transformations of EIS spectra upon exposure of 60% DOPC/40% CHOL tBLM to 100 nM solution ofα-hemolysin. A - Complex capacitance plots, B - Bode phase plots. Reconstitution
buffer: 0.1 NaCl, 0.01 phosphatemixture buffered at pH=4.4. Frequency range is from 0.1 to 100,000Hz. From the experimental impedance curves shown in the Bode coordinates (B) the
solution resistance was subtracted (see ref. [54] for details) to reveal the high frequency part of the spectra.
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supports, i.e., monolayers of mercaptoethanol and ODT. For organic ma-
terial localized on the surface, the amount per surface area can be esti-
mated by the equation [55]:

Δm ¼ d
nbiomolecule−nbuff

dn
.

dC

ð1Þ

where d is the thickness of the absorbed organic material layer, norg is
the refractive index of the absorption layer, nbuff is the refractive index
of the buffer, and dn/dC is the incremental change in refractive index
with concentration of the biomolecules. Eq. (1) is written under the as-
sumption of a uniform, normal-to-the-surface material distribution
within d, which holds well for monolayers. To estimate the amount of
material associated with the formation of the phospholipid monomo-
lecular layer, we used the following parameters: nlipids – 1.478, nbuff –
1.335, dn/dC – 0.146 mL/g [56]. In the following it is assumed that nlipids
is independent of the tether concentration. Such an assumption is valid
only if bilayer completeness is independent of tether concentration. The
SPR data in Fig. 1, and NR data (Table 1) alongwith the EIS data analysis
(vide infra) provide sufficient evidence that the bilayers are at least
99.9%, independent of tether concentration.

Based on the area per molecule data of 72 Å2 for DOPC by Tristram-
Nagle et al. [57], which is close to another data set obtained by us using
NR method [33], one may expect the surface mass density of a DOPC
monolayer to be m = 181 ng/cm2. Using this number, as well as other
constants, Eq. (1) returns an effective monolayer thickness of d =
1.85 nm, which can be used to estimate a SPR shift response of 290mil-
lidegrees (m°) per monolayer of 100% DOPC, using the Winspall 3.02
software and the parameters listed in Table 2. Consequently, the SPR
sensitivity is 1 m° per 0.62 ng/cm2 of lipid material. This parameter
Table 2
Parameters used to model SPR shift.

Layer Media Refractive indexa Extinction coefficientsa d (Å)

1 Prism 1.518 0 –
2 Titan film 2.3829 3.0414 7
3 Gold film 0.188 3.77 510
4 SAM layer 1.5 0 24
5 Lipid layer 1.478 0 18.5
6 Buffer solution 1.335 0 –

a Parameters for 670 nm wavelength.
fits well with our vesicle fusion data on pure SAMs, which does not pro-
vide anchoring of the bilayer. In particular, fusion of 100% DOPC MVCs
onto ODT surface triggers the SPR shift of 295 ± 4 m° (Fig. 1), which
is within 2% of the estimated value for a monolayer. On the hydrophilic
(βME)S2 SAMs, the shift is 597± 4m° (Fig. 1), which is within 3% range
for the calculated value for a bilayer. Taken together this indicates that
the coefficient 0.62 ng/cm2/m° for the SPR shift yields realistic values
of vesicle-to-surface DOPC transfer.

4.2. Interaction with MVCs produce complete phospholipid bilayers as
probed by SPR

The calculated coefficient for the SPR shift allows one to quantitate
the amount phospholipid material transferred from liposomes to the
surface. Importantly, both the density of the phospholipid layer proxi-
mal to a surface and the completeness of the tBLMs can be estimated.
Fig. 2 and data in Table 3 indicate that the SPR angle variation during
vesicle fusion is inversely proportional to the density of the anchormol-
ecule in the anchoring SAM. This effect matches well the idea that the
richer the anchor monolayer with oleoyl chains the less room is left
for the lipid (in this case 100% DOPC) to populate the proximal leaflet
of bilayers.

The fraction of the transferable DOPC in the proximal leaflet, XDOPC,

of the tBLM can estimated. Assuming the 290 m° SPR angle shift corre-
sponds to a formation of a distal monolayer of tBLM, the rest of the SPR
angle shiftmeasures the amount of DOPC located in the proximal leaflet.
Then the amount of the DOPC transferred to the proximal leaflet can be
calculated from the difference between total SPR shift less 290 m°. As-
suming similar dioleoyl material density in the proximal and distal leaf-
lets, onemay estimate themolar fractions of the xDOPC, and xtether, which
Table 3
SPR data of MVCs fusion and molar fractions of anchors and lipids in tBLMs.

Molar fraction of (HC18S)2 in SAM formation
mixture

10% 30% 50% 70%

SPR angle shift due to anchor SAM formation
α, m°

350
± 9

430
± 21

530
± 25

670
± 15

SPR angle shift due to tBLM formation α, m° 490
± 3

410
± 7

400
± 8

300
± 4

xtether (tethered oleoyl chains) 0.31 0.59 0.62 0.97
xDOPC (exchangeable lipid in proximal leaflet) 0.69 0.41 0.38 0.03
Fraction of gold surface occupied by (HC18S)2
anchor, xanchor

7.5% 14.3% 15.0% 23.5%

Image of Fig. 6
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is defined through the relation xDOPC + xtether= 1. Both parameters are
tabulated in Table 3 as a function of the solution anchor molecule con-
centration. An obvious conclusion from the data in Table 3 is that the
molar fraction of the anchor molecule in the anchor SAM significantly
exceeds the molar fraction of the anchor molecule in solution. The frac-
tion of the mobile lipid in inner leaflet is an important parameter in ap-
plications of tBLMs that involve the reconstitution of transmembrane
proteins. As we show further, 40% of the mobile lipid, which is typically
achieved in tethers formed from solutions containing 30% of anchor
molecules is quite enough to functionally reconstitute even large,
multimeric pore forming proteins.

While xtether is significantly higher than the molar fraction of anchor
in solution, the molar fraction of gold surface sites occupied by the an-
chor, xanchor, is lower compared to its fraction in solution (Table 3).
The difference between xtether and xanchor arise because each anchor
molecule (HC18S)2 terminates on the surface with the disulfide moiety
that occupies lesser surface area compared to two dioleoyl chains. Con-
sequently, relatively large amounts of backfilling molecules fill the void
areas between anchor polyethylene oxide chains. Only at low tether
concentration in solution and on the surface one may expect closeness
of Xanchor to themolar fraction of anchor in solution. As the anchor con-
centration increases, those parameters quickly diverge because the
bulky parts of the dioleoyl anchor obstructs further increase of HC18
concentration on the surface (Table 3).

4.3. Real-time monitoring of the tBLM formation by EIS attests for the inte-
gral dielectric sheet formation upon MVCs fusion

As shown in Fig. 4, tBLM assembly via MVCs fusion may be moni-
tored in real time with EIS. Compared to SPR, the EIS has an advantage
of being able not only to detect the accumulation of the phospholipid
material, but also capable of sensing the development of the electrically
insulating bilayer and measuring the residual defect density, as well as
the formation of clusters of defects [48]. One of the most prominent
changes in the impedance spectra is the transformation of the complex
capacitance plots of the EIS (Fig. 4). The EIS curve of the anchor SAMbe-
fore fusion of theMVCs exhibits a well-documented [33,39,51] semicir-
cular arch shape. The low frequency leg of the arch is pointing to a value
near 7.4 μF/cm2, which is slightly higher than previously observed using
RSE assembled tBLM on similar anchor SAMs [51].

Immediately, after the contactwith theMVCs solution the large arch
starts shrinking (Fig. 3, red orange and olive curves). Within 8–10 min
of interaction, the spectra transforms into a small semicircle, with the
low frequency leg now converging towards 0.80 μF/cm2, a value close
to the earlier observed capacitance of 100% DOPC tBLMs assembled via
RSE [33]. Such a transformation reflects a decrease of the electrode ca-
pacitance due to coverage of the surface with the phospholipid bilayer
which is equivalent to a thickness increase of the dielectric sheet on
the surface. This statement can be tested by estimating the dielectric pa-
rameters of the formed construct. In particular, the following equations
allowone to calculate the relative dielectric constant of the hydrocarbon
sheet of the tBLM:

Cm ¼ CmH
−1−CH

−1
� �−1

; ð2Þ

εhc ¼
Cm

ε0
� dhc; ð3Þ

in which CmH is the experimentally measured (Fig. 4) capacitance of the
tBLM, CH is the experimental value of an anchor monolayer CH =
7.4 μF/cm2, Cm is the measured value of the of the bilayer membrane,
0.80 μF/cm2, εhc is the vacuum constant ε0 = 8.85 ⋅10−8 μF/cm, dhc is
the thickness of the hydrophobic sheet of the membrane, which as fol-
lows from the NR data (Table 3) is dhc = 3.2 nm. Then, according to
Eqs. (2) and (3), εhc ≈ 3.2. This value is higher than εhc = 2.32 ± 0.2
observed for pureDOPCmonolayers onHg surface [58]. Thediscrepancy
may be explained by the roughness factor β, which needs to be taken
into account working on solid surfaces:

β ¼ Chc measuredð Þ=Chc realð Þ ¼ εhc measuredð Þ=εhc realð Þ ð4Þ

The estimate made using the gold oxide voltammetry stripping
methodology indicates that, for magnetron sputtered samples used in
the current study, the roughness factor falls into the interval β ∈ (1.30,
1.40). Then taking into account Eq. (4), one comes to the value
εhc ∈ (2.3, 2,5), which is fairly close to one reported in [58]. Based on
this εhc value, one may conclude that within 8–10 min of fusion of the
MCVs, the solid surface is predominantly coated with an intact phos-
pholipid bilayer.

4.4. EIS indicate fusion propagating mechanism and allows estimation of
the residual defect density

The recent theoretical analysis [48,54] also showed that qualitative
EI spectral features can be used to distinguish the way defects in the
tBLMs are organized as well as to estimate the residual defect densities.
If in the process of accumulation defects tend to cluster, a minimum in
the Cole-Cole plot that is formed in the low frequency part of the semi-
circular arch and the low frequency “tail” moves “north-east” as the
density of defects increase [48]. Simultaneously, in the Bode plot of
the impedance phase, the low frequency range minimum of the −arg
Z vs frequency curve moves in the same trajectory, i.e., “north-east”.

On the contrary, if defects are distributed evenly, the characteristic
point in the complex capacitance plane moves “north-west”, while in
the Bode phase graph, the minimum moves parallel to abscissa, i.e.,
“east” [54].

The fusion ofMVCsmay be regarded as an opposite process to an ac-
cumulation of defects. So, qualitative spectral change directions should
reverse. Indeed, the fusion process, as seen from Fig. 4A immediately
triggers the “south-west” shift of a minimum in the complex plane (fol-
low arrows in Fig. 4A). Initially the minimum is smeared and broad but,
after N10 min, becomes clearer and sharper, discernably showing the
qualitative “south-west” trend. Thus, the semicircular shape developing
in the complex capacitance plots indicates the formation of an intact
layer of dielectric in ≈10 min and the tBLM formation process starts
with relatively small fusion centers that rapidly grows resulting in a
substrate/SAM covered with a phospholipid bilayer.

EIS Bode phase diagrams confirm this conclusion. The negative of
phase minimum starts developing at around 7th minute of the fusion
(Fig. 4B, inset, green curve) then slowly (within 60 min) descends to-
wards the limiting value of about −arg Z ≈ 37 deg, at fmin ≈ 1 Hz.
Modeling (details provided in the Supporting information section) of
the EIS spectral response, according to theoretical framework in [48,
54], allows a clear distinction of two possible scenarios. This can be
done following the trajectory of the figurative point of the phase extre-
mum,which exhibits different trajectories in cases of small and large fu-
sion center density. Scenario one: during contact of the anchoring SAM
coated substrate with theMVCs a large density of bilayer seeds are gen-
erated and the process proceeds by a gradual decrease of the density of
relatively small uncovered patches (membrane defects). In such a case,
at the final stages of the vesicle fusion (coverage N 90%), the impedance
phase extremumwill approach its final position moving almost parallel
to the frequency axis (see Supporting information section for details).
Scenario two: at the beginning of the fusion a relatively small number
of bilayer formation seeds are formed and the process will proceed
through the shrinkage of large and sparse membrane-uncovered
patches. In this case the impedance phase extremum appears near
−arg Z≈ 90 deg and sharply descends as the vesicle fusion progresses
(see the Supporting information section for details). This latter behavior
is observed in the EIS features in the current study (Fig. 4B) thereby sug-
gesting vesicle fusion by the second scenario.
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The frequency at which theminimum in the Bode graph is observed
allows approximate value estimates of residual defect densities
achieved in the MCV fusion process, using the recently developed for-
malism [48] and the following equation:

lgNdef ¼ −0:2 lgr0 þ 0:93 lg fmin þ A; ð5Þ

The constant A depends on the following parameters: dsub, dhc, εhc,
CH, r0, Ydef, Rsol. From the position of the minimum fmin = 1 Hz of the
Bode phase curve (Fig. 4) and assuming the followingphysical constants
dsub = 1.18 nm; ρ = 100 kΩ·cm; dhc = 3.2 nm; εhc = 2.3; r0 = 1 nm;
Ydef = 70 pS; CH = 7.4 μF/cm2, Rsol = 30 Ω/cm2, A = 5.6 [see ref. 48],
Eq. (5) yields the residual defect density approximately ≈0.1 μm−2,
for tBLM formed on anchor SAM deposited from 50% (HC18S)2 solu-
tions. In Eq. (5) Ndef only weakly depends on r0, i.e., Ndef, from fmin,
will change by oneorder ofmagnitude onlywhen r0 changes by 5 orders
ofmagnitude. The assumption of r0=1nm is possibly the lower bound-
ary for the size of residual detects in tBLMs; therefore, it is more realistic
to use r0 N 1 nm, then the defect density estimate changes from
Ndef ≈ 0.1 μm−2 to b0.1 μm−2 for 50% tether concentration tBLMs.

Analogous analysis for sparsely tethered bilayers formed on anchors
deposited from 10% (HC18S)2 solutions typically yielded fmin ≈ 70 Hz
(data in Supplemental material). Thus leads to Ndef b 4.8 μm−2 for
sparsely tethered bilayers. Defect densities obtained from the EIS data
analysis allows one to estimate the surface fraction of defects. At
Ndef b 4.6 μm−2 (for 10% tether tBLMs) the surface fraction of 1 nm ra-
dial defects is Ndef × Sdef b 1.5 · 10−5 (Sdef is the area occupied by 1 de-
fect in μm2). So, the EIS data indicates better than 99.998% completeness
of tBLMs produced by the vesicle fusion on anchors SAMs with N10%
tether in solution. Similar estimates with the assumption r0 = 10 nm
yield surface fraction of defects b Ndef × Sdef b 1 · 10−3 for 10% tether
tBLMs and Ndef × Sdef b 1 · 10−4 for higher tether tBLM compositions
(see details in Supplementary material). Our earlier studies using AFM
[59] indicates the absence of the natural defects in tBLMs with sizes
above 5–10 nm, so the defect density estimates based on assumption
r0 b 10 nm are realistic. Based on presented data we may conclude
that within 60 min fusion of the multilamellar vesicles produce
N99.9% complete tBLMs for any tether concentration N 10%.

4.5. Neutron reflectometry reveals structure of tBLMs and detects formation
of phospholipid overlayers during MVCs fusion

NR data shows the detailed structure of the phospholipid bilayer
membrane formed by the interaction of anchor SAMwith MVCs. An in-
teresting effect was observed by NR regarding the bilayer thickness
asymmetry. While the bilayers freely floating atop of the solid supports
are inherently symmetrical [12], tethered bilayers (Table 1) exhibit an
asymmetry in leaflet thickness. Typically monocomponent tBLMs ex-
hibit thicker proximal hydrocarbon leaflets compared to the distal
ones [33,42]. However, in the current study, in which cholesterol-load-
ed tBLMs were assembled, the opposite trend was observed. The distal
leaflet was consistently thicker by approximately 2 Å. This observation
can be explained by the well-known thickening effect of cholesterol
on phospholipid bilayers. In particular, XRD and NR [12] indicate a sig-
nificant thickness increase upon insertion of cholesterol into the phos-
pholipid layers. However, in tBLMs, according to the SPR data (Table 3),
proximal leaflet contains only 40% (even smaller, 25%, inNRexperiments)
surface unbound phospholipid, it is obvious that the proximal leaflet ac-
commodates significantly lower cholesterol percentage compared to the
distal one. Consequently, the “membrane thickening” effect is expected
tomanifest itself stronger in the distal leaflet, leading to a thickness asym-
metry observed experimentally (Table 1).

NR allows the molar fraction of cholesterol estimate in the
untethered lipid component of the tBLMs and verifies if the proportions
of mixed phospholipid material is transferred to tBLMswithout compo-
sitional changes. Data in Table 1 attest for the identicalmolar cholesterol
ratio ≈ 40% in tBLMs and the MVCs from which the membrane is
formed. This proves that complex lipid composition tBLMs may be
quantitatively transferred during fusion from MVCs to anchor SAMs.

A most important result obtained from the NR data is the discovery
of overlayers that form during MVCs fusion. As seen from data in
Table 1, the overlayer is separated by approximately 2 nm from the out-
ermost plane of the tBLM. It is covering approximately 7% of the tBLM
surface, and its average thickness is significantly smaller than the total
thickness of the DOPC hydrocarbon sheet. This suggests an irregular
structure containing regions of highly tilted phospholipid molecules.
However, these overlayers are stable in aqueousmedia, andmay exhibit
serious obstacles in tBLM applications in protein/membrane studies. For
example, if the tBLM is challenged with a pore-forming protein such as
α-hemolysin [41,53] its reconstitution may be obstructed and, conse-
quently, protein-inflicted membrane damage measurements will be in-
accurate. Given, the irregular nature of the overlayers, such an artifact,
may significantly reduce applicability of tBLM in sensor applications
that require response reproducibility. Fortunately, as the NR results
demonstrate (Fig. 3B), the overlayers are readily removed by rinsing
the sample with 30% ethanol solution in water. Table 1 indicates that
one single flush with 30% ethanol solution reduces overlayer complete-
ness to below 1% of the total surface area.

4.6. Overlayers affect shape of EIS curves

Deformed semicircular complex capacitance spectra are frequently
obtained in tBLM systems. The deformation manifests itself as either
in a depression of the semicircle or as an asymmetric arch, as seen in
Fig. 5, black curve. Such spectra are typical for “as prepared” tBLMs. In-
terestingly, these EIS spectra have relatively short low frequency “tails”,
indicative of “high resistance”, “low defect density” tBLMs [60]. Rinsing
the “as prepared” tBLMswith 30% ethanol solution restores the symme-
try of the semicircular part of the spectra, decreases depression and in-
creases the low frequency “tails” (Fig. 5). Such behavior can be
explained, taking into accountNRdata, by the removal of the overlayers.
First, removal of overlayers unblocks sites of natural defects, thus, in-
creasing the defectiveness of the tBLM. As modeling predicts [48,60],
the defect density increase is followed by an increase of the low fre-
quency “tails” in complex capacitance plots. Such an effect is visible in
Fig. 5 (inset). Second, the presence of patches of overlayers increases
theheterogeneity of the interface, therefore a depression of the complex
capacitance semicircular plot is expected. Removal of overlayers re-
stores homogeneity of the surface and as a result alleviates the depres-
sion of an arch in EIS curve, as clearly seen in Fig. 5. A convenientmetrics
that allows testing for the homogeneity of the surface and the absence
of overlayers is the exponent of the constant phase element, which
may be calculated by fitting the semicircular part of the spectra to a sim-
ple series R-CPE equivalent circuit. For “as prepared” tBLMs the expo-
nent α exhibited values below 0.94, while after the removal of
overlayers, α consistently increased above 0.98 (see the Supporting in-
formation section for details).

4.7. Functional reconstitution of aHL attests for the biological relevance of
the tBLMs and their utility as biosensors

One of the prospective areas of application of tBLMs is their utility as
biosensors for pore-formingmembrane damaging proteins [61] or pep-
tides. To test if tBLM assembled viaMVCs-fusion are suitable for sensing
of pore-forming toxin, we challenged the 60% DOPC/40% CHOL tBLM
with a 100 nM solution ofα-hemolysin. Injection of anα-hemolysin al-
iquot at pH = 4.4 immediately triggers changes in the EI spectra. The
north-west shift of the minimum on the complex capacitance plot indi-
cates a rather homogeneous distribution of the protein-induced pores
[48]. Nevertheless, at the initial stages of interaction (Fig. 6, red and or-
ange curves) clear signs of heterogeneity are visible both in the complex
capacitance and Bode plots. In particular, triple semicircular features
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seen in Fig. 6A and a double minimum in Fig. 6B indicates binary distri-
bution of the defect density [60]. As the reconstitution progresses, the
low frequency minimum in the Bode phase curves merge into the
high frequency minimum at around 1100 Hz. Using the formalism de-
veloped in ref. [48] one may estimate the density of the α-hemolysin
pores. Assuming the following physical constants dsub = 1.18 nm;
ρ = 100 kΩ·cm; CH = 7.4 μF/cm2, dhc = 3.2 nm; εhc = 3.2; r0 =
1 nm; Ydef = 70 pS; Rsol = 0 Ω and fmin = 1100 Hz we find that after
60 min of incubation, the residual defect density of α-hemolysin chan-
nels Ndef ≈ 1000 μm−2. The actual surface concentration of pores may
be slightly higher because, as it is seen from Fig. 6B, the absolute value
of the phase minimum, which location after 60 min reaches 1100 Hz,
is several degrees higher compared to the value obtained on tBLM be-
fore reconstitution of the protein. An increase of the absolute value of
the phase minimum is indicative of a cluster formation of protein
pores. A cluster of pores acts a single defect, so the actual protein chan-
nel density, in our case, is Ndef N 1000 μm−2.
5. Conclusions

In this study we demonstrate that intact tBLMs are attainable using
sparsely anchored SAMs via a simple vesicle fusion process. Typically,
in vesicle fusion experiments unilamellar preparations are used. Such
a choice has been not justified neither theoretically nor experimentally.
Our vesicle fusion protocol, in contrast to previous works, utilizes
multilamellar vesicle compositions. These compositions are easy to pre-
pare requiring no special treatments such as freeze-thaw cycles [1],
multiple extrusions through the polycarbonate membranes [9,42], or
multiple sonication-cooling-stirring [11]. The vesicle fusion can be ac-
complished on solid surfaces of a complex, including miniaturized ge-
ometry which may provide an alternative to the high quality mercury
supported bilayers developed by Guidelli et al. [62]. This makes the pro-
posed methodology as one of easiest ways to prepare tBLMs for bio-
physical and biochemical experiments as well as for practical
applications.

Described process poses an interesting theoretical question, too.
Existing studies suggest a stronger fusion propensity of smaller
unilamellar vesicles. For example, on hydrophilic silica surfaces [63]
unilamellar DPPC liposomes smaller than 100 nm spontaneously rup-
ture, while liposomes larger than 160 nm do not. To our delight, even
though our MVCs are significantly larger, ranging in size from approxi-
mately 500 to 1100 nm, the fusion occurred rapidly, within 10 min,
and the resulting tBLMs exhibited high levels of completeness and elec-
trical insulation. This demonstrates that the physics behind
multilamellar vesicle fusion may be noticeable different compared to
that for small unilamellar liposomes.While this study did not addresses
in detail a difference in the kinetics of fusion of small unilamellar and
large multilamellar vesicles we may assume that due to a small curva-
ture of the external leaflets of multilamellar vesicles with near zero
bending energy [50], the free energy (per lipid) gap between flat bilay-
ers andMVCs is small. Because of a small gap, and favorable decrease of
the free energy of the carbohydrogen chains of the molecular anchors
upon fusion, the transitions between those two states may be swift as
we observed experimentally.

Our study showed MVCs not only fuse quickly to the anchor layer
but also form low residual defect density tethered bilayers. In our exper-
iments pure DOPC bilayers assembled on anchors from 50% tether solu-
tions exhibited defect densities of b0.10 μm−2. Residual defects
determines lower sensitivity limit of the tBLM based biosensors, so
low density of naturally occurring defects is crucial for practical applica-
tions of tBLM biosensors in detection of toxic agents, such as pore-
forming toxins. To verify applicability of tBLM accomplished in this
study we tested their capacity to reconstitute alpha hemolysin.
100 nM of α-hemolysin triggered an increase of the defect density by
N4 orders of magnitude, from approximately 0.1 to N1000 μm−2, thus
confirming the applicability of MVCs produced tBLMs for pore-forming
toxin sensing.

Neutron reflectometry allowed us to discover overlayer formation
during MVCs fusion to anchor SAMs. Such overlayers are loosely at-
tached to tBLM and can be easily removed by 30% ethanol rinsing.
tBLMs covered with overlayers exhibited a specific deformation of the
EIS spectra – the depression of the semicircular part of the complex ca-
pacitance spectrum. Thus we establish that such a feature of the EIS
spectra is a clear indication of the presence of overlayers. In conclusion,
the proposed method of tBLM assembly is a convenient alternative to
existing methods, such as RSE, to quickly assemble low-defect-density
tBLMs.
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